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The Looping Decision Journey
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A new model…







Treat the buyer’s journey as a 
playground: people can enter and 
exit as they desire, they can go in 
any order, and they can engage with 
the content the “wrong” way.

ASHLEY FAUS (AKA PLAYGROUND ENTHUSIAST AND MARKETER)



Narrative Framework



Conceptual
Theoretical and philosophical in nature, focus on 
the “what” and the “why” of the idea.

Content 
Depth



Content 
Depth

Strategic
Focus on the process, tools, and key knowledge 
components that must be included to make the 
conceptual ideas a reality.

Conceptual
Theoretical and philosophical in nature, focus on 
the “what” and the “why” of the idea.



Content 
Depth

Tactical
Prescriptive, step-by-step instructions, and 
specific exercises to help the audience 
implement the conceptual and strategic ideas.

Conceptual
Theoretical and philosophical in nature, focus on 
the “what” and the “why” of the idea.

Strategic
Focus on the process, tools, and key knowledge 
components that must be included to make the 
conceptual ideas a reality.



Distribution Framework



Asset Type
Written, visual, audio and/or interactive content. 
Long-form vs. short-form, live vs. recorded.

Distribution



Distribution

Channel / Platform
A mix of paid, owned, and earned channels, a 
place to host content, a place to share content.

Asset Type
Written, visual, audio and/or interactive content. 
Long-form vs. short-form, live vs. recorded.



Distribution

Metrics
Reach vs. engagement vs. CTR. All assets  
and all channels do NOT need to accomplish 
all things at all times!

Asset Type
Written, visual, audio and/or interactive content. 
Long-form vs. short-form, live vs. recorded.

Channel / Platform
A mix of paid, owned, and earned channels, a 
place to host content, a place to share content.



Narrative Depth (Conceptual, 
Strategic, Tactical) Asset Type Potential Outlet



WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE HEALTHY AND FIT?









Content Pairing













Republishing Content



Problem + Solution
Frame up the problem on Pulse, link to piece  
that details the solution

LinkedIn 
Pulse





LinkedIn 
Pulse

Case Studies and/or Research
Problem: “what it is” and “why it matters”  
Solution: Here’s how we solved the problem
Cross-link to content with proof-points

Problem + Solution
Frame up the problem on Pulse, link to piece  
that details the solution





LinkedIn 
Pulse

Republish Existing Content
Take existing long-form content and republish it 
on Pulse, with a call-out and link to the original 
piece of content

Problem + Solution
Frame up the problem on Pulse, link to piece  
that details the solution

Case Studies and/or Research
Problem: “what it is” and “why it matters”  
Solution: Here’s how we solved the problem
Cross-link to content with proof-points









Social Content













Measure All the Things



CTR
CTR
CTR

CTR
CTR





Video
YouTube views and subscriber growth,  
entrances and referral trafficVBOS



Brand Paid Search
Paid content that is focused on brand  
keywords, like product names

VBOS
Video
YouTube views and subscriber growth,  
entrances and referral traffic



VBOS
Video
YouTube views and subscriber growth,  
entrances and referral traffic

Organic Traffic
Traditional website traffic metric for all  
owned properties

Brand Paid Search
Paid content that is focused on brand  
keywords, like product names



Organic Traffic
Traditional website traffic metric for all  
owned properties

VBOS

Social (Unpaid)
Follower growth, in-feed engagement, and 
referral traffic to all owned channels

Video
YouTube views and subscriber growth,  
entrances and referral traffic

Brand Paid Search
Paid content that is focused on brand  
keywords, like product names



Marketing is no longer about 
grabbing attention. It’s all about 
holding it. Today’s best marketers 
understand: Marketing isn’t about 
who arrives. It’s about who stays.

JAY ACUNZO









The Ideal Customer Journey







Delight your audience
Focus on creating quality content that  
engages the audience at each touchpoint.

Tenets of 
Building a 
Playground



Build the relationship
The long-term affinity for the brand is more 
important than driving a transactional landing 
page conversion.

Delight your audience
Focus on creating quality content that  
engages the audience at each touchpoint.

Tenets of 
Building a 
Playground



Influence at every touchpoint
All content can be considered top-of-funnel content. 
It’s no longer about rushing people to a purchase,  
it’s about educating and empowering for success.

Delight your audience
Focus on creating quality content that  
engages the audience at each touchpoint.

Build the relationship
The long-term affinity for the brand is more 
important than driving a transactional landing 
page conversion.

Tenets of 
Building a 
Playground
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